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#PUSHBACKS #LIBYA

The first trial over migrant pushback to Libya is to take place in Italy. The captain of the Italian-flagged supply ship Asso 28 is to be tried for

allegedly forcing 101 migrants, including minors and pregnant women, back to Libya. The rescue took place on July 30, 2018 near an oil and

gas rig in international waters before the ship took the people rescued back to the port of Tripoli and handed them over to the Libyan coast

guard. Despite the rescue taking place on an Italian-flagged ship which was under Rome's jurisdiction, no call was made to Italy's Maritime

Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC). No attempt was made to identify the migrants, check their health, verify whether the minors were

unaccompanied, or ask those rescued if they were seeking asylum. A trial date has yet to be set but is expected to be after the judiciary

August summer break. (Article The Local.it 19.07.2020)
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#PUSHBACKS #BALKANS

A landmark judgement was issued on 17 July by the Slovenian Administrative Court that found that the Republic of Slovenia has violated the

Applicant's right to asylum, the prohibition of collective expulsions and the principle of non-refoulement, as defined is the EU Charter of

Fundamental Rights. The findings prove that the national police force carried out an illegal collective expulsion of a member of a persecuted

English-speaking minority from Cameroon who wanted to apply for asylum in Slovenia. The applicant, J.D., was held in a Slovenian police

station for two days and denied access to asylum, despite making three verbal requests. He was subsequently readmitted to Croatia - under

an agreement described by the Slovenian Ombudswoman as “against the European legal order”. From Croatia, J.D. was chain refouled to

Bosnia-Herzegovina. Regarding the later, the judgement found “sufficiently reliable reports on possible risks from the point of view of Article

3 of the ECHR” in both Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina. This is in line with the evidence provided by BVMN showing that in 2019 over 80%

of recorded pushback cases from Croatia breached law on torture or inhumane and degrading treatment. (Press release BVMN and Press Kit

Info Kolpa 20.07.2020)

#RIGHTSVIOLATIONS #MEDSEA #SEARCHANDRESCUE

Online discussion between representatives of Watch the Med AlarmPhone, SOS Mediterranee and Al Jazeera journalist covering issues of

pushbacks and search and rescue in the Mediterranean Sea. They remind that under maritime law people rescued at sea must be

disembarked as soon as possible in a place of safety. Speakers recall that any migration policy must be grounded on human values and

respect of human rights and refugee law: rescuing people at sea is a prerequisite and cannot be compromised by lack of EU consensus over

migration policies. Despite, Libyan coast guards are trained and funded by the EU and Italy, there is no accountability for their activities.

Libya cannot be considered a safe place to return people to and interceptions at sea conducted by the Libyan coast guards are dangerous for

migrants and cannot be considered as search and rescue operations. (Video Al Jazeera Stream 21.07.2020)

#RIGHTSVIOLATIONS #MEDSEA

The crew of the Moonbird, one of the two aircraft operated by the independent search and rescue organization Sea-Watch, on 21 July

spotted a dead body floating in the Mediterranean off the Libyan coast. The body discovered is the third corpse sighted by Sea Watch

airborne crews since late June. NGOs report that no action had been taken in response to their calls for authorities to recover the bodies.

(Article InfoMigrants 22.07.2020 and Article Al Jazeera 17.07.2020)

#PUSHBACKS #POLAND #ECTHR

In the case of M.K. and Others v. Poland the European Court of Human Rights held, unanimously, that there had been: a violation of Article 3

(prohibition of torture or inhuman or degrading treatment) of the ECHR, and a violation of Article 4 of Protocol No. 4 (prohibition of

collective expulsion of aliens) to the Convention, and a violation of Article 13 (right to an effective remedy) of the Convention, in

conjunction with the previously mentioned articles. The Court found in particular that the applicants had repeatedly arrived at the Terespol

border crossing between Poland and Belarus and had made it clear, despite the Polish authorities’ statements to the contrary, that they

wished to seek international protection. Instead, the border guards had returned them consistently to Belarus, without a proper review of

their applications. The Polish State had demonstrated a consistent practice of returning people to Belarus in such circumstances, a policy

which amounted to collective expulsion. (Chamber Judgement ECtHR 23.07.2020)
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